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Abstract. This paper presents an analysis of f0 contours in portrayed emotions,
using the Fujisaki model. The focus is on quantifying the f0 differences among
the six emotions investigated (surprised, bored, neutral, angry, happy, and
sad). The small dataset contained an utterance produced with the intention of
portraying the above emotions (4 repetitions per emotion). Preliminary results
show that the Fujisaki parametrisation captures some striking intonational
characteristics of these (intended) emotions. They indicate not only broad
global differences, but also changes in the relationship of utterance internal
constituents.
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1 Introduction
It is widely understood that emotion is conveyed by means of a number of prosodic
parameters such as voice quality, speech rate as well as the fundamental frequency
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. In this paper the first aim was to capture, in quantitative
terms the salient intonational differences among repetitions of a semantically neutral
utterance, produced so as to portray the following emotions: surprised, bored,
neutral, angry, happy, and sad. To derive quantitative intonational measures we have
used the Fujisaki model [8], and a second aim of this study was to ascertain to what
extent we can with this model glean an insightful account of the intonational
differences among these portrayals.
The present paper is furthermore intended to complement a currently ongoing
analysis of the voice source correlates of these same utterances. Thus although the
present paper deals only with f0/intonational aspects, the ultimate intention is to piece
together how the f0 and other dimensions of the voice source combine for the
expression of affect.
The data of the present study are limited laboratory recordings of portrayed
emotions, and thus can be criticized for not being necessarily indicative of what goes
on in truly spontaneous emotive utterances. However, we point out that within the
obvious limitations that these data entail, the present approach may provide a useful

complement to other approaches which are rooted in large and spontaneous databases.
Through resynthesis we hope further to explore the perceptual relevance of
intonational and other source parameters in the perception of affect. And there are
many situations where portrayed emotion is in itself desirable (e.g., narration of
children’s books) not as a substitute for true affect.
1.1 The Fujisaki Model

The well-known Fujisaki model [8], [9], [10] has been applied to many languages
over a number of years. It decomposes a fundamental frequency curve into a set of
component curves which are attributed mainly to the activity of two groups of the
cricothyroid muscle which moves the thyroid cartilage relative to the cricoid cartilage,
causing changes in the vocal cord length. The resulting sum in the vocal cord length is
the sum of these two types of muscular changes (rotation and translation). The
muscular activity involved in the f0 production is represented mathematically as a
sum of two time-varying terms in the logarithmic scale plus a constant, F0 base value.
The Fujisaki model assumes a hierarchical order in prosodic structure of
utterances: its components relate to the linguistic organization of an utterance as
follows:
Phrase Command. This higher-level (global) component models the overall f0
trend at the intonation phrase/utterance level, and is related to declination. It assumes
f0 gradually drops over the course of an utterance. Phrase commands are set in
accordance with the syntactic structure of the sentence: they are reset when
accompanying a respiratory pause, but they can also occur at major syntactic
boundaries, and even at minor ones that are not followed by a pause [9]. Declination
of an utterance is modelled by at least one (utterance-initial) phrase command. The
phrase command contains three parameters pertaining to timing, amplitude and
frequency information:
T0 and T0_e - the onset and offset of the phrase-level component
Ap - the strength (i.e. amplitude) of the declination reset
Alpha – the natural angular frequency of the phrase command mechanism, which
essentially characterises the rate of declination.
Accent Command. This lower-level (local) term models the local f0 variations at
the accent level. Accent commands serve to approximate the accentual patterns in
relation to the accented syllables as well as (high) prosodic boundaries. A
linguistically-meaningful accent command is in our analysis assigned only where a
prior auditory analysis determines that there is an accented syllable. The accent
command has the following parameters:
T1 and T2 – the onset and offset of the accent command. These timepoints are
located at the start and the end of an f0 rise-fall pattern: T1 marks the beginning of the
f0 rise towards the peak, whereas T2 is the beginning of the f0 fall. Depending on the
structure of the phrase containing the accented syllable, one accent command can be
associated just with the accented syllable, or stretch over a number of syllables..
Aa - the accent command amplitude. This parameter expresses numerical
information about the f0 peak scaling of the accent.

Beta – the rate of an f0 rise-fall pattern, or – in other words – the dynamism of the
f0 change in an accent. Beta can be interpreted as the factor determining the location
of the f0 peak: for a higher beta the maximum accent command amplitude is reached
more quickly (leftward peak shift), and also decays more quickly; the opposite is true
for a lower beta value (rightward peak shift). We assume that – at least in the case of
Hiberno-English – for dynamically-different accents beta is allowed to vary. Most
importantly, beta and Aa changes are independent of the accent command timing: the
accent command skew can be manipulated without affecting the command T1 and T2
anchor points.
Base Frequency, Fb. The third term of the Fujisaki model equation that can be
interpreted in two ways. It is often treated as an utterance-dependent parameter
allowed to vary (with the aim to produce the closest contour approximation) [9, 12,
13]. In an alternative view it can be interpreted as a speaker-dependent parameter
which is kept constant [11]. In the context of the present analysis, the approach
chosen is the latter, and differs from [12, 13]. This was felt to be desirable, both
because it was thought likely to be truly a speaker-dependent constant, and
furthermore it was deemed desirable to constrain the degrees of freedom of the model.
Consequently, any information concerning the average f0 dynamics (upper/lower
register level) and the degree of final lowering present in the different portrayed
emotions will be included in the phrase command component.
Summing up, an f0 contour is thus represented as the sum of three functions in a
logarithmic scale: a slowly-decaying component (phrase command), local humps
(accent commands) and a constant (Fb, or base frequency) over time. All the Fujisaki
parameters, with the exception of alpha and beta, can be seen in Fig. 1 in the bottom
panels of each modelled sentence.
The adequacy of applying the Fujisaki model to pitch contours for emotional
speech has been tested in recent studies. Higuchi et al. analysed f0 contours of
Japanese in four speaking styles (normal, kind, hurried and angry) [12]. The
parameters examined were the base frequency, phrase command amplitude and accent
command amplitude. These factors were found meaningful in conveying the
differences between the speaking styles examined (high Fb and very low Aa and Ap
for angry speech, high Aa and lower Ap for soft speech, similar Ap and similar (lower
Aa) in hurried speech compared to normal speaking style). As mentioned, in the
present analysis, the decision was made to maintain a constant base frequency, and
therefore, results are not directly comparable.
Hirose and colleagues presented a corpus-based method of f0 generation for
Japanese in three emotions (sadness, joy and anger) alongside calm speech [13].
Among the findings about the emotions that are relevant to this study are: no clear
tendency for accent and phrase command timings, the smallest accent command
amplitudes (Aa) were found for sadness, implying a flatter f0 contour and reduced
dynamic range. Furthermore, the tendency in calm speech for the accent commands to
reduce in amplitude in the course of an utterance was less evident in emotional
speech. This was interpreted as an indication that the declination rate in emotional
speech is slower.
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Fig.1. Examples of the modeled f0 contours for six emotions (from top to bottom): sad, bored,
neutral, happy, surprised and angry. Upper panel displays: speech wave, the original (crosses)
and matched (solid line – mostly identical to the extracted contour) f0 contours over the base
frequency line with the time-aligned syllabic grid. The extracted and matched contours and Fb
are shown on the F0 axis on a logarithmic Hertz scale. Lower panel consists of two parts: the
phrase command onset and amplitude (arrow), and accent command onset, offset and amplitude
(boxes) along a uniform time scale (-0.5 to 1.5 s).

2 Materials and Methods
The material chosen for this study is a set of 24 repetitions of the sentence “We
were aWAY a YEAR ago”, a typical declarative containing two accented syllables
(capitalized in bold). There were 4 repetitions for each of the following emotions:
angry, bored, happy, neutral, sad and surprised. The informant was a male speaker of
Hiberno-English, and the recordings were carried out in an anechoic recording room.
The sentence was chosen as being rather neutral semantically, and because it
contained as much sonorant material as possible something that minimise the
microprosodic influences and the need for later smoothing procedures.
The dataset was treated in two stages with the use of two tools: PRAAT [14] and
FujisakiParaEditor [15], both freely available speech analysis tools. First, all
repetitions were orthographically labelled in PRAAT, and segmented in terms of
syllables. The time-aligned syllable string allowed us to inspect the timing of the
melodic contour relative to the syllabic tier as one of our intonational measures. F0
tracks were extracted with the To Pitch… function for the 50-300Hz range,
interpolated to produce a continuous f0 contour for the subsequent parameter
extraction, and finally smoothed. In certain cases, namely where creaky voice was
found, the fundamental frequency was measured directly from the speech wave, the
pitch files edited, f0 points set, and only then interpolated and smoothed.
The second stage of f0 analysis involved the automatic extraction of the Fujisaki
model parameters, and further fine-tuning by hand. To ensure consistency, the base
frequency value was set to a constant 70 Hz throughout. Initially the alpha value of
the phrase command was set to 2.0, while the beta value of the accent command was
set to 20.0. Following the first, automatically derived estimates, manual fine-tuning
was carried out to provide a better fit to the data, and here both alpha and beta values
were allowed to vary to capture the characteristics of the different sentences. The
gamma value (ceiling level) for the accent command was held constant at 0.9.

3 Results
Figure 1 shows for each emotion portrayed, a representative illustration showing how
the f0 contour has been approximated by the Fujisaki model. Information concerning
the phrase command measures are presented in Table 1, and the results concerning the
accent commands are presented in Table 2 and Figure 2. Figure 3 shows for the
accent commands the timing of the onset and offset (T1 and T2) relative to the
beginning and end of the accented syllable. These timing measures are presented only
for the high-activation emotions.
While discussing the findings in the following sections, it has to borne in mind that
because the dataset is relatively small, the observations are tentative.

3.1 Phrase Command Parameters
As can be seen in Table 1, the main differentiating parameter is, as might be expected,
the amplitude of the phrase command (Ap).
Ap distinguishes between affective contours at the utterance level. The high
activation emotions (happy, surprised and angry) show increasingly high Ap levels.
At the other end, the low activation emotion (sad) has a reduced Ap relative to
neutral. For bored, Ap is the same as for neutral.
Table 1. Mean values and their standard deviations for the phrase command parameters in six
emotions. The means are given in bold type.

T0_dist
α
Ap

μ
σ
μ
σ
μ
σ

SAD

387
87
1.90
0.12
0.43
0.02

BORED

319
57
2.00
0.00
0.47
0.01

NEUTRAL

449
12
2.03
0.05
0.47
0.05

HAPPY

252
44
2.58
0.05
0.52
0.02

SURPRISED

416
33
2.10
0.12
0.66
0.04

ANGRY

256
34
2.00
0.16
0.78
0.10

T0_dist. Phrase command onset was between 250 and 450 ms before the
segmental onset of the utterance. No particular regularity in the behaviour of T0 was
observed. For instance, the faster speech rate for surprised (see Figure 1) did not
result in a shorter T0 distance. The primary role of T0 can thus be seen as an
anchoring point for the best possible matching phrase command..
Alpha. For most emotions, no strong relationship emerged for alpha, which is a
measure that is linked to the steepness of the declination line. With the exception of
happy where a steeper declination slope is clearly present (nearly 2.6), alpha values
for all other emotions were close to 2.0. We suspect that this parameter in the low
activation states is not particularly meaningful - inspection of f0 contours in these
emotions showed they exhibit little, if any, declination (especially in sad). As for the
higher-activation states, there is a certain degree of variation in the alpha values
(surprised and angry with standard deviation of approximately 0.15). On the basis of
the two facts we would conjecture that, like T0, the alpha measure may not provide
much information towards emotion differentiation.
3.2 Accent Command Parameters
Table 2 shows the results for the accent command parameters. Figure 2 illustrates the
amplitude values, first in absolute terms, and secondly, normalised to the duration of
the accented syllable. Figure 3 presents a way of considering how the melodic contour
relates to the syllable tier. It shows the timing of the onset and offset of the accent
command (T1 and T2) relative to the beginning and end of the accented syllable,
which was manually measured. These latter measures are only presented for the high
activation emotions, given that in the other affects they are less likely to be
meaningful, given the very low amplitude of the peaks.

Table 2. Mean values and their standard deviations for the accent command parameters
(amplitude, duration and beta) in six emotions. The means are given in bold type. The numbers
(1) and (2) relate to the first and second accent commands, respectively.
SAD

μ
σ
μ
σ
μ
σ
μ
σ
μ
σ
μ
σ

Aa (1)
Aa (2)
Dur (1)
Dur (2)
β(1)
β(2)

BORED

0.04
0.02
0.09
0.02
312
40
393
20
20
0.0
19
2.0

NEUTRAL

0.10
0.02
0.07
0.02
219
10
334
60
20
0.0
20
0.0

HAPPY

0.20
0.02
0.12
0.04
203
20
325
50
20
0.0
20
0.0

SURPRISED

0.33
0.05
0.46
0.03
154
10
210
20
17
2.0
16.3
2.5

A b s o lu te a m p litu d e s

ANGRY

0.31
0.04
0.82
0.06
167
30
203
20
20.3
4.3
16
1.4

0.20
0.04
0.40
0.02
213
30
288
30
22.3
1.5
13.8
1.5

N o r m a lis e d a m plitu de s

1

6

0 .8

5
4

0 .6

3

0 .4

2

0 .2
1
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Fig. 2. Absolute and normalised accent command amplitudes (to the corresponding accented
syllable durations). Mean values are presented as bars (white for the first and grey for the
second accent command) and their standard deviations as whiskers.

Aa. The very flat intonation contours of the low activation emotions sad and
bored, are well captured by their low Aa values. These are lower than the neutral
values, and dramatically lower than those of the high activation emotions, happy,
surprised and angry.

The normalised barchart in Figure 2, shows the Aa divided by the duration of the
accented syllable. This was done as a way of ascertaining whether and to what extent
higher Aa values might simply be correlate with (and “explained” by) lengthening of
accented syllables for the stronger emotions. The normalised figure shows that in the
case of angry, the high Aa values are correlated with the longer duration, while for
surprised the extremely high Aa values occur with shorter syllable durations.
In the three strong emotions, happy, surprised and angry, it is clear that the two
accented syllables are not equally boosted. The second (nuclear) accent becomes
dominant. The consistency of this latter finding is indicated by the very low standard
deviation. This effect is most extreme in surprised. This relative boosting of the
nuclear relative to the prenuclear accent is very striking for the strong emotions. It is
worth noting that these changes in the internal relationships of the accented syllables
is something that is lost when attention focuses only on global parameters.
Duration. The duration of the accent command does appear also to vary for the
different emotions. Sad, bored and neutral have longer accent command durations,
while happy and surprised have much shorter durations. We are not sure how much
importance should be attached to the long accent commands of sad, bored and
neutral. Given the very low amplitude of these commands, the timing of their
onsets/offsets are not very critical to the modelling.
Beta. Beta values, which depict the steepness of the rise-fall tonal patterns, are
close to 20.0 In the lower activation states they exhibit virtually no variation (except
for the second beta in sad). This may, however, be an artifact of the modelling.
Similarly to flat contours and their alpha, flat accents could be modelled with a
different beta value, and the resultant match would be equally good. Beta is a
meaningful factor in the description of the high activation states (some variation
confirms we are dealing with “true” accents), whereas it is not so for the low ones.
Relative timing of the accent command. Figure 3 shows the timing for the onset
(T1) and offset (T2) of the accent command relative to .the beginning and end of the
accented syllable. As mentioned, this measure is only presented for the strong
emotions, where the amplitude of the command is substantial, and where T1 and T2
need to be precisely located to enable the Fujisaki modelling.
With respect to the accent command onset (T1), it is usually located either at the
beginning of, or slightly into the accented syllable (for both the prenuclear and
nuclear accents). The offset, T2, identifies the point at which the f0 begins to drop..,
and would be for these utterances more or less a measure of peak location. T2 is
timed differently in the prenuclear (as compared to the nuclear) accent, occurring
somewhere in the middle of the syllable. In the nucleus, T2 is timed later, closer to
the end of the accented syllable. These differences are not relevant to the different
emotions.
One timing feature however is important, i.e., the relatively late timing of nuclear
T2 for surprised, where it occurs at or just after the accented syllable boundary. The
late peak in this rendition is quite audible. Whereas the nuclear accent in the other
cases would be heard as a falling (H+L) accent, in surprised, it is heard as a rise fall
(L+HL).

Figure 3. Duration of accented syllables; timing of T1 relative to the beginning of the accented
syllable and timing of T2 relative to the end of the accented syllable. Mean values and standard
deviations shown.
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4 Discussion
These data do show that the parameters measured enable us to capture important
intonational differences among these portrayed emotions. The phrase command
amplitude, Ap, does appear to differentiate between the high and low activation
emotions. Additionally, the alpha measure of the phrase command allowed further
differentiation among the high activation emotions, in that the value for happy is
considerably higher than for surprised and angry.

As expected, the accent commands showed considerable differentiation in terms of
their amplitudes. Again, the high activation emotions have strikingly higher
amplitudes (Aa). It is striking for these high activation emotions that the second
(nuclear) accent is the most dramatically altered, or, essentially upstepped, relative to
the prenuclear accent. Thus the internal structure of the utterance is quite different
from the neutral condition. Not only is the relative amplitude of the nuclear accent
boosted (relative to the prenuclear), but the timing of the peak is later in the syllable.
All of these effects are most exaggerated for surprised, where the very high nuclear
peak is sufficiently delayed to be heard as a different nuclear contour.

5 Conclusions
These results are promising, showing that the quantification using Fujisaki parameters
was indeed a fruitful method for characterising the intonational variations associated
with the different emotions portrayed in these utterances. The parameters Aa and Ap
were of particular importance in differentiation between at least the low and high
activation emotions, and the alpha parameter further served to differentiate among the
high activation group.
Most research on f0 and emotion has focused on global measures such as f0 mean,
range and dynamics. The amplitudes Aa and Ap are effectively characterising
variation in pitch range and dynamics.
However, the present study highlights the fact that the internal relationships within
the utterance are likely to be as crucial as the global measures. The upstep of the
nuclear accent is a striking correlate of the high activation emotions studied here, and
particularly for surprised. Similarly, local shifts in the timing of the melodic contour
may be important to consider: in these utterances, the timing of the nuclear peak was
found to vary, and is almost certainly a major correlate of these renditions of
surprised, differentiating it from the other high activation emotions.
One advantage with the Fujisaki modelling is that the parameters are easily
resynthesised. It is hoped that the perceptual relevance of these measurements can be
ascertained through synthesis-based perception experiments.
As mentioned in the introduction, other dimensions of the voice source also vary
in the expression of emotion, real or portrayed. In a parallel study, these same
utterances are being concurrently analysed in terms of the voice source parameters.
Ultimately, we hope to pool this information to yield a fuller picture of the prosody of
the voice.
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